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Prevent & Deloza is located in Celje, the third largest city in Slovenia. 

The company was founded in 1954 and has since developed into one of 

the largest manufacturers and providers of protective work clothing in 

the region. Monitoring market development and the development of 

science and technology at home and abroad are particularly important 

parts of the company’s development policy. 

The development itself focuses primarily on the buyers and their 

requirements, taking into account the Rules on personal protective 

equipment, legislation and the European ISO standards. All products are 

manufactured in accordance with the European Council Directive 

89/686/EEC, which was adopted in Slovenia as the Rules on personal 

protective equipment. During the development phase, all manufactured 

Category II and III personal protective equipment (PPE) is subject to 

testing according to the corresponding harmonised standards. 

The company is the holder of the ISO 9001, ISO 14001, NATO standard 

AQAP 2110(3), and Excellent SME certificates. 

Boštjan Marolt Andreja Oder 
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  SUPER FIRE STEDAIR 
  SECURITY, RELIABILITY, MOBILITY.  

Super Fire Stedair is the latest revolutionary firefighter suit that has been 

designed with regard to the modern harmonised standards of security and 

protection, in close cooperation with experts and firefighters. It is a top-

quality, innovative product made using selected quality materials and 

providing users with a high level of protection and excellent mobility. Many 

new practical details additionally increase the functionality of the suit. 
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  SUPER FIRE STEDAIR  
  SECURITY, RELIABILITY, MOBILITY.  

Sling for a 
microphone 
attachment 

Pocket for a 
flashlight 

Pocket for a 
mobile phone 

Quick opening and 
closing zipper system  

Velcro rough for a 
name tag 

Pocket for a radio Kevlar 
material on 
the elbows 

Additional opening 
for belt insertion Kevlar reinforced 

pockets with flaps 

Inserted straps 

Easy regulation 

Patent fire-retardant 
with a thumb hole 

Pockets with Velcro 
fastening 

Kevlar protection and flame 
retardant compressible 
foam protection 

Flame retardant 
reflective stripes 
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SUPER FIRE STEDAIR  

Item Code: HB661_S2  

The suit has been tested according to EN469: 2005, EN 469:2005/AC; 2006, EN 469; 2005/1: 2006 (Xf2, Xr2, Y2, Z2), 

by MIRTA KONTROL d.o.o., Zagreb, Croatia (notified body no. 2474) who issued a declaration of conformity no. OZO173-CPT003/19. 

Colour options: 

Size:  

Suit weight: 

Description: 

Dark blue or gold, with yellow or orange reflective stripes.  

48–64 (M–3XL) 

4kg 

The Super Fire Stedair intervention suit consists of a protective jacket and protective trousers. 

It is an upgraded version of the Fire Stedair suit. It is equipped with several double reflective 

stripes, as well as reflective hems for excellent visibility under difficult fire-fighting conditions 

(smoke, darkness). An important new feature is the fixed fire-retardant foam kneepads that fit 

the knee perfectly and are reinforced with ergonomically designed Kevlar protection. The suit 

is equipped with useful pockets for various functions – radio, flashlight and mobile phone 

holders, equipped with Kevlar straps for easier grip. The jacket has a quick-opening system 

and removable suspenders designed for extra comfort. The suit is extremely lightweight, 

allowing plenty of mobility which is of key importance to firefighters. 
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EN 469 
Protective clothing – Performance requirements for protective clothing for firefighting. 

 
Xf2  Heat transfer – flame (level 1–2)  

Xr2  Heat transfer – radiation (level 1–2)  

Y2  Water penetration 

Z2  Water vapour resistance 

 

 

 



SUPERFIRE STEDAIR 

Removable suspenders made of 

materials that relieve the load on the 

shoulders and provide extra comfort. 

The knee piece is ergonomically designed, 

reinforced with Kevlar, and contains a fire-

retardant kneepad that effectively protects the 

knees. 
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Multiple pockets with flaps, a 

pocket for a flashlight in the 

chest area, a pocket for a 

radio, and two side pockets. 

Side pockets on the trousers. 

Ergonomically designed elbow 

piece reinforced with Kevlar. 
Sleeve adjustment 

for better wrist 

mobility. Equipped 

with a patented fire-

retardant for wrist 

protection. 

Perfectly positioned high-

visibility reflective stripes. 

An additional useful opening 

for belt insertion. 
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SUPERFIRE STEDAIR 
 



The suit is also available in gold, 

with yellow or orange reflective 

stripes. 
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SUPERFIRE STEDAIR 

Material
s 

The basic material is a combination of Meta- and Para-Aramid and antistatic fibres 

(75/23/2; 195G) with TEFLON TREATMENT for repelling water drops, which slide 

off the surface. The RIPSTOP binding fabric makes the material even stronger in 

terms of tensile strength and breaking force. 

The interlining or membrane is sewn in SONTARA (ARAMID) PU MEMBRANE – 

Expanded Polytetrafluoroethylene, which is known for its chemical resistance, 

thermal stability and hydrophobic qualities. It is characterized by a dense 

composition that retains water and is also permeable to water vapour. 

Lining: TWIN SPACER – THERMAL INSULATION COMPLEX using air gaps or a groove 

system. The third, very important thermal layer is made of Nomex/Viscose FR lining 

(fire-retardant) with a KEVLAR thread woven through the fabric. Areas with Kevlar 

threads form spaces for air circulation and prevent the accumulation of warm air and 

moisture around the body, thus preventing thermal shock. 

The performance of TWIN SPACER technology has been acknowledged by numerous 

users. It provides excellent thermal insulation through an air circulation system that 

significantly reduces heat loads. 

In combination with a suitable outer layer and membrane, TWIN SPACER provides 

optimum protection for the firefighter under extreme conditions and temperatures. 
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  FIRE STEDAIR  
  MAXIMUM EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS.  

The Fire Stedair suit has already proven its functionality and 

value as it is a highly popular suit among the Slovenian 

firefighters who appreciate quality, comfort and safety. We have 

perfected the existing version with the addition of a central 

vertical high-visibility silver reflective stripe, as well as a 

yellow-silver stripe on the trousers to make the user stand out 

more in poor visibility conditions. 
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  FIRE STEDAIR  
  MAXIMUM EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS.  

Strap for pulling the 
firefighter out of the fire 

Sling for a 
microphone 
attachment Quick opening and closing 

zipper system 
Pocket for 
a radio 

Velcro rough for a name tag 

Kevlar 
material on 
the elbows 

Pocket for a flashlight 

Pocket for a radio 

High-visibility silver 
reflective stripe 

Pockets with flaps 

Carabiners on the 
pockets Easy 

regulation 

 
Patent fire-
retardant with a 
thumb hole 

Pockets with Velcro 
fastening and added 

carabiners 

Kevlar protection 

Insertion for 
regulation Double yellow 

reflective stripes on the 
trousers and jacket 
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FIRE STEDAIR 

Item Code: HB661  

The suit has been tested according to EN469: 2005, EN 469:2005/AC; 2006, EN 469; 2005/1: 2006 (Xf2, Xr2, Y2, Z2), 

by MIRTA KONTROL d.o.o., Zagreb, Croatia (notified body no. 2474), which issued declaration of conformity no. OZO173-CPT003/19. 

Colour options: 

Size:  

Suit weight: 

Description: 

Dark blue or gold, with yellow reflective stripes.  

48–64 (M–3XL) 

3.6kg 

The Fire Stedair intervention suit consists of a protective jacket and protective trousers. The 

knee and elbow pieces are ergonomically designed and reinforced with Kevlar, with the option 

of a fire-retardant kneepad insert. The jacket has a quick-opening zipper system, while the 

trousers are equipped with comfortable, removable suspenders. The suit is equipped with 

several reflective stripes to stand out when visibility is poor, as well as pockets for various 

functions, equipped with reinforced pull straps for easier opening. The back of the suit is 

equipped with a Kevlar strap intended for quickly pulling the firefighter away from danger. 
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EN 469: 2005 

Protective clothing for firefighters – Performance requirements 
for protective clothing for firefighting. 

 

Xf2  Heat transfer – flame (level 1–2)  

Xr2  Heat transfer – radiation (level 1–2)  

Y2  Water penetration (level 1–2) 

Z2  Water vapour resistance (level 1–2) 
 

 

 



FIRE STEDAIR 

An additional silver reflective stripe 

on the zipper placket, allowing for 

better visibility. 

The pockets are equipped with 

carabiners under the flaps. 
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FIRE STEDAIR 

Additional fire-retardant kneepad 

(optional). Additional high-visibility yellow 

stripe. Size regulation. 

Patent fire-retardant with a 

thumb hole 

Pocket for a 

radio 
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FIRE STEDAIR 

Kevlar strap intended for 

pulling the firefighter out 

of the fire. 

Pocket for a 

flashlight 
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FIRE STEDAIR 

Material
s 

The basic material is a combination of Meta- and Para-Aramid and antistatic fibres 

(75/23/2; 195G) with TEFLON TREATMENT for repelling water drops, which slide 

off the surface. The RIPSTOP binding fabric makes the material even stronger in 

terms of tensile strength and breaking force. 

The interlining or membrane is sewn in SONTARA (ARAMID) PU MEMBRANE – 

Expanded Polytetrafluoroethylene, which is known for its chemical resistance, 

thermal stability and hydrophobic quality. It is characterized by a dense composition 

that retains water and is also permeable to water vapour. 

Lining: TWIN SPACER – THERMAL INSULATION COMPLEX using air gaps or a groove 

system. The third, very important thermal layer is made of Nomex/Viscose FR lining 

(fire-retardant) with a KEVLAR thread woven through the fabric. Areas with Kevlar 

threads form spaces for air circulation and prevent the accumulation of warm air and 

moisture around the body, thus preventing thermal shock. 

The performance of TWIN SPACER technology has been acknowledged by numerous 

users. It provides excellent thermal insulation through an air circulation system that 

significantly reduces heat loads. 

In combination with a suitable outer layer and a suitable membrane, TWIN SPACER 

provides optimum protection for the firefighter under extreme conditions and 

temperatures. 
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  FIRE SECURITEX  
  WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS.  

The FIRE SECURITEX suit is another of our well-tested 

products since it has been used for many years by more than 

1000 satisfied users in the field where saving lives is a 

matter of seconds. This simpler, lightweight suit is made of 

lighter materials that allow extremely fast movement and 

excellent mobility, while preserving its effective fire 

protection and comfort. 
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  FIRE SECURITEX  
  WHEN EVERY SECOND COUNTS.  

Sling for a 
microphone 
attachment 

Pocket for a 
flashlight 

Velcro rough for a name tag 

Quick fastening/unfastening 
zipper 

Pocket for a radio 

Pockets with flaps 

Easy regulation 
Patent fire-retardant 
with a thumb hole 

Kevlar protection 

Pocket with a flap Opening for knee 
protection 

Optional kneepad 
insertion 

Moisture barrier on 
the inner side 

High-visibility 
reflective stripes 
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FIRE SECURITEX 

Item Code: B_224_S | H_560_S  

The suit has been tested according to EN469: 2005, EN 469:2005/AC; 2006, EN 469; 2005/1: 2006 (Xf2, Xr2, Y2, Z2), 

by MIRTA KONTROL d.o.o., Zagreb, Croatia (notified body no. 2474), which issued declaration of conformity no. OZO173-CPT001/16. 

Colour options: 

Size:  

Suit weight: 

Description: 

Dark blue with yellow reflective stripes.  

48–64 (M–3XL) 

3.4kg 

The Fire Securitex intervention suit is a two-piece suit consisting of a protective jacket and 

protective trousers with removable suspenders. It has a zipper that allows quick unfastening. 

The back of the suit is equipped with a Kevlar strap for pulling the firefighter out of the fire. 

The sides of the trousers are equipped with adjustable straps and the knee area is reinforced 

with Kevlar. The suit contains high-visibility reflective stripes for improved visibility in poor 

conditions. Optional insertion of fire-retardant kneepads. The jacket is equipped with several 

pockets with various functions – flashlight, radio and mobile phone holders, as well as regular 

side pockets designed for easy access even if the user is wearing protective gloves. 
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EN 469 

Protective clothing for firefighters – Performance 
requirements for protective clothing for firefighting. 

 

Xf2  Heat transfer – flame (level 1–2)  

Xr2  Heat transfer – radiation (level 1–2)  

Y2  Water penetration (level 1–2) 

Z2  Water vapour resistance (level 1–2) 
 

 

 



FIRE SECURITEX 

The back of the suit is equipped with a 

Kevlar strap intended for pulling the 

firefighter away from danger. 

Additional silver reflective stripe 

on the zipper placket, allowing for 

better visibility. 

Velcro rough for sleeve regulation, a 

moisture barrier on the inner side 

and a patent fire-retardant with a 

thumb hole. 

Functional pockets – flashlight 

holder, radio holder and side 

pockets. The pockets are 

equipped with carabiners 

under the flaps. 
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FIRE SECURITEX 

Material
s 

The basic material is a combination of Meta- and Para-Aramid and antistatic fibres 

(75/23/2; 195G) with TEFLON TREATMENT for repelling water drops, which slide 

off the surface. The TWILL binding fabric has excellent tensile strength and breaking 

force features. 

The interlining or membrane: sewn in SONTARA (ARAMID) PU MEMBRANE – 

Expanded Polytetrafluoroethylene, which is known for its chemical resistance, 

thermal stability and hydrophobic qualities. It is characterized by a dense 

composition that retains water and is also permeable to water vapour. 

Lining: TWIN SPACER – THERMAL INSULATION COMPLEX using air gaps or a groove 

system. The third, very important thermal layer is made of Nomex/Viscose FR lining 

(fire-retardant) with a KEVLAR thread woven through the fabric. Areas with Kevlar 

threads form spaces for air circulation and prevent the accumulation of warm air and 

moisture around the body, thus preventing thermal shock. 

The performance of TWIN SPACER technology has been acknowledged by numerous 

users. It provides excellent thermal insulation through an air circulation system that 

significantly reduces heat loads. 

In combination with a suitable outer layer and a suitable membrane, TWIN SPACER 

provides optimum protection for the firefighter under extreme conditions and 

temperatures. 
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FOREST  
  FIREFIGHTING COVERALLS  
  EFFICIENT PROTECTION EVERYWHERE.  

The forest firefighting coveralls have been designed 

specifically for firefighting in forests. The garment is extremely 

lightweight, allowing the user to move easily over complex 

terrain (among trees and plants, on slopes, etc.) while also 

ensuring strong protection against fire. This balance between 

mobility and effective protection provides the user with an 

excellent solution for situations involving forest fires, which 

are considered extremely demanding and dangerous. 
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FOREST  
FIREFIGHTING COVERALLS High collar for better 

protection 

  EFFICIENT PROTECTION EVERYWHERE.  

Sling for a 
microphone 
attachment 

Pocket for a 
flashlight 

Velcro rough for a 
name tag 

Pocket 
for a radio 

Sleeve 
regulation Easy 

regulation 
in the waist area 

Pockets with 
flaps 

Pocket with a flap 

High-visibility 
reflective stripes 
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FOREST FIREFIGHTING COVERALLS 

Item Code: K_217_S1  

Tested in accordance with EN 15614: 2008 (A1+A2), EN ISO 13688: 2013, by MIRTA KONTROL d.o.o., Zagreb, Croatia  

(notified body no. 2474), which issued a declaration of conformity no. OZO173-CPT004/15. 

Colour options: 

Size:  

Suit weight: 

Description: 

Dark blue and yellow combination size  

48–64 (M–3XL) 

1.8kg 

The coveralls are a one-piece garment with a zipper protected with a placket extending all 

the way to the neck and providing excellent neck protection. High-visibility yellow stripes 

are fitted on the sleeves, across the chest, and on the trousers to help the wearer stand out 

in poor visibility conditions. The knee area is reinforced and the coveralls are equipped with 

several pockets for various functions – flashlight holder, radio holder and side pockets. The 

sleeves are regulated by fire-retardant Velcro fasteners. Regulation is also possible in the 

waist area and the bottom of the trousers. 
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EN 15614 

Protective clothing for firefighters – Laboratory test methods and 
performance requirements for wildland firefighting clothing. 

 
A1 Protection against short unintended contact 

with an open flame (surface burning) 

 
A2 Protection against short unintended contact 

with an open flame (limit burning) 
 

 

 

 



Optional silver reflective inscription on 

the back of the coveralls and suits. 

Several functional pockets – 

flashlight holder, radio holder, side 

pockets with flaps and added 

straps for a microphone. 

Fire-retardant protection collar 

covering the entire neck. 
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FOREST FIREFIGHTING COVERALLS 

 



FOREST FIREFIGHTING COVERALLS 

Material
s 

100% cotton FR / 340g/m2 

Side pockets on the 

trousers, with flaps and 

Velcro straps. 
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